AINEPASS
Õppeaine: Inglise keel
Õpetaja: Marikka Metsis
Klass: 4.klass
Trimester: III
Teemad:





1-3 week Unit 13 Yesterday Unit 14 Visit
4-6 week Unit 15. Weather. Revision Unit 16. Birthday
7-9 week Unit 17. Camping Unit 18. Short cut
10-13 week Unit 19. Jokes Unit 20. Summer. Revision

Õpitulemused:
Student:
-Read and use phrases, which they have learnt.
-Revise old vocabulary and learn new words and phrases on different topics Weather,
Birthday, Camping, Summer, Short cut, Jokes, Help, Yesterday,Visit
-Can use the phrases and expressions of comparison
-Can use the linking words like, but, because
-can offer help and accept it using different phrases like I can help you...
-Can speak about the weather. Asking and answering the questions
-Can use the verbs in past simple
-Can offer sth
-Revise old vocabulary and learn new words and phrases on different topics:
Birthday,Camping,Short cut, Jokes, summer,weather, months of the year, directions
-Know how to tell about the weather, use ordinal numbers and can offer something to eat, can
ask for directions,can talk about activities in summer
-Can use the phrases and expressions to talk about the past, ask and answer questions in past
form, use the phrases somebody/something
-Can use the main verbs in present and in the past and also see the difference in them

-Know ordinal numbers
-Ask directions. Present Simple, Present Continuous and answer the questions in the Past
Simple.
-Use prepositions of place, nouns in plural and singular.
-Can use the adjectives of expressing opinion: funny, silly..

Hindamine:
1. Vocabulary and phrases. Revision
2. Transcription reading and writing
3. Unit tests
4. Work in the workbook (class work and home work)
5. Rhymes
Märkused:
Puudumise korral on vaja kontrolltööd järgi teha, ka suulised hindelised vastamised.
Parandada saab töid üks kord 10 päeva jooksul alates töö kätte saamisest.
Õppematerjalid:
"I Love English 2". Student's book. Workbook
CD
Tests
Posters
Internet
Pictures
Games

